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This session will provide an overview of Project Management and discuss the role Project Management plays in 
Managing Complex Procurements.  We will also examine the role Public Procurement Plays in the management of all 
Public Projects.  

Our Goals

Identify the key characteristics of a project

Describe the Structure of Project Management

Identify the role of Public Procurement in Project Management

Discuss the Importance of Project Management Concepts in the Successful completion of public projects.

Identify the role of Project Management in the success of complex public sector procurements.





To begin with we need some key concepts, concepts we 
will return to again and again.

First a definition of the word “Project” 

Project:  A temporary endeavor undertaken to create a 
unique product, service, or result

– PMBOK 2013 Glossary



The characteristics of a good project are that 

–It is Temporary, Unique, One-time, Effort
–It is Proactive, Integrative, Preventative
–It has Specific Objectives
–It Consumes Limited Resources



A “Project” can be better understood in contrast to a 
“Process”

Process:  A systematic series of activities directed 
towards causing an end result such that one or more 
inputs will be acted upon to create one or more 
outcomes

- PMBOK 2013



Project Process

Creates its own Temporary 
Charter, Organization and goals

Ongoing Charter, Organization and 
goals

Catalyst for Change Maintains status quo

Unique Product or Service Standard Product or Service

Start and End Date Ongoing

Unique Teaming Homogenous Teams



Subproject:  A smaller portion of the overall project created 
when a project is subdivided into more manageable 
components.

Program:  A group of related projects, subprograms, and 
program activities managed in a coordinated way to obtain 
benefits not available from managing them individually.

Portfolio: Projects, programs, sub-portfolios, and operations 
managed to achieve strategic objectives. 



EXAMPLES



One of the key concepts in Project Management is the “Triple Constraint.”  It is a 
conceptual and practical model of the relationship between the primary planning 
elements of a project; cost, schedule and scope.  The model provides that once 
the project parameters are set any changes in one require adjustments in the 
others.  Thus a budget reduction will require adjustments in scope or time or 
both; a change in schedule requirements will require adjustments in cost or 
scope and/or similarly changes in scope necessitate adjustments schedule 
and/or cost.  In otherwords the area of the triangle must
remain constant.  The application
of this concept will be a recurring
theme throughout this course.



Project Management Processes
There are 5 process groups required for any project

• Performed in the same sequence
• Are iterative in nature
• Are NOT project phases

Initiating
Planning
Executing

Monitoring and Controlling
Closing



• Completed sequentially
• May overlap
• Not a process group!
• Output of one becomes input of another
• Each phase has a specific objective and/or deliverable
• Projects can have single or multiple phases
• Phase-exits, stage gates, kill points
• Require Phase end-reviews



• Project Phases Are:

• Sequential – begins after previous phase has been 
completed.

• Overlapping – activities from multiple phases can occur 
simultaneously.

• Iterative – only 1 phase is planned at a time, used for 
projects where details are not available for the entire 
project.
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